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PRESS INFORMATION

TMD Technologies raises an impressive sum of money for the
British Heart Foundation - despite Covid-19!
Hi-tech West London based electronics company TMD Technologies Limited (TMD)
is pleased to report that, during this uncertain and unprecedented year, its staff have
still managed to raise more than £3000 for charity!
TMD picks a different charity every year, and this time the charity selected was the
British Heart Foundation – in memory of a TMD member who sadly died of heart
problems recently. The British Heart Foundation (BHF) helps to fund research into all
heart and circulatory diseases and their causes. Covid-19 has cut this important
charity’s ability to fund new research in half – so TMD’s contribution was more
welcome than ever!
TMD’s activities to raise money for BHF included a raffle, mini-sweepstake,
‘sponsored silence’, ‘sponsored head-shaving’ and involvement in a 25 km Chiltern
Challenge Trek. The company has been operating its ‘Charity of The Year’ scheme
since 2014 and this year, with a workforce of around 180 rising strongly to the
occasion, its total contribution has now exceeded £13,000.
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TMD Technologies Ltd

TMD staff participated in this year’s
25 km Chiltern Challenge Trek as part of its activities to raise money for the British
Heart Foundation
The initiative for TMD’s successful fundraising projects stems from the top. The
company’s Sales Director, Nigel Hann, for example, became top fundraiser, after
completing the daunting task of cycling the 360 miles from Lands End to London
over four days – a journey that, in Nigel’s own words, ‘at times took its toll both
physically and mentally’.
Said Nigel: “Although we are at the very leading edge of defence microwave,
communications, and scientific, quantum-enabled technology we are, nevertheless,
a down-to-earth company with a very altruistic view. We take our responsibility to the
wider community very seriously and see our fundraising projects as part of this
worthy principle. We are already looking at ways of raising money for next year – a
year hopefully free of Covid-19!!”

ENDS
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TMD Technologies Limited – the leaders in scientific and technical
microwave and RF innovation

TMD’s headquarters design and manufacturing facility in West London, UK.
With a heritage dating back to the 1940s, TMD Technologies Limited (TMD) is a
world-class designer and manufacturer of professional microwave and RF products.
At the company headquarters in Hayes, West London it produces specialised
transmitters, amplifiers, microwave power modules (MPMs), high voltage power
supplies, microwave tubes and transponders for radar, EW and communications
applications. A previous twice Queen’s Award winner, it also produces a range of
advanced instrumentation microwave amplifiers for EMC testing, scientific and
medical applications.
TMD is also making on-going and substantial investment in the development of
quantum-enabled technology under the UK National Quantum Technologies
Programme (UK-NQTP).
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TMD Technologies, LLC, USA
TMD Technologies, LLC is the US subsidiary of TMD Technologies Limited. Based
in Baltimore, Maryland, it provides complete technical and commercial support to
TMD’s customers in the USA and offers a comprehensive product repair centre.
The Sales and Business Development team is engaged with promoting the whole
range of TMD’s products, as well as identifying new business development
opportunities in the United States.
For further information and digital images please contact:
Chetna Wagjiani, Marketing Manager
TMD Technologies Ltd
Tel: +44 (0)20 8581 5116
Email: chetna.wagjiani@tmd.co.uk
Website: www.tmd.co.uk

TMD Technologies Limited, Swallowfield Way, Hayes,
Greater London, UB3 1DQ, UK
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